Challenging traditional thinking
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MITHOFF HEALTHCARE CONSULTING announces relationship with PROMODEL
Columbus, Ohio- September 24, 2009- Business partners Carol Cosler, MBA and Janet Beck, RN, BSN,
MBA are charting a new direction for their healthcare consulting firm by announcing it is working with
ProModel Corporation to help meet the needs of their healthcare organizations for enhanced
operations and optimization of process.
ProModel’s solutions augment Mithoff Consulting’s capabilities of analyzing and implementing process
changes whether it’s in an existing facility or new construction project. Through this strategic alliance
with ProModel, Mithoff Consulting strengthens its consultative services in working with their clients by
now being able to test the impact of any number of proposed changes (staffing, process, facility layout,
patient flow) before ever introducing them into the clinical setting.
ProModel healthcare simulation solutions offer hospitals, health systems and clinics the unique ability to
perform accurate, fast predictive analysis of the specific and systemic impacts of operational, process,
and layout changes BEFORE decisions are made. ProModel's healthcare specific simulation solutions
offer a level of detail, accuracy, and quantitative analysis that is simply unavailable through
spreadsheets, flowcharts, traditional consulting methodologies, and other simulation software.
“We’re excited to add this relationship to our team” said Carol Cosler. “We believe there is an
incredible opportunity to better assist our healthcare organizations as they evaluate their current
operational situations and plan for and execute their revised contemporized approaches to the delivery
of quality healthcare.” Janet Beck added, “Working with Promodel will extend our reach and
capabilities as they bring specific and unique sets of expertise that complement and expand upon our
own talents. We are pleased to have this opportunity to create this unique partnership positioning us to
address the changing needs of our healthcare clients.”
“Getting to know Carol and Janet, I have learned of their success in developing and delivering great
services to their healthcare customers” said Jim Cain, Senior Account Manager at Promodel continued
saying, “We look forward to working with Mithoff leveraging the great synergy between our companies
offering respective services for our clients as we expand and grow our business.”
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